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1. Describe Nina: just how socially and/or professionally unprepared is she to face a world outside of a 

library? Would you consider her job—matching people to books, what's often referred to as a Readers 

Advisor—a dream job as Nina did? 

 

2. Talk about the library's closing? Are library closings a growing trend, or will they be several years from 

now? What is happening in your own community; are funds being cut to libraries, hours shortened, books not 

bought, staff not hired? What does the future hold for libraries, and how are they coping with the digital age? 

3. Why did Nina love to have books around her and especially to recommend books to others? Do all book 
lovers have a bit of this in them? 
 

 

4. What are some of the struggles Nina undergoes to get her dream library off the ground? Talk about the 

decisions she has to make. Does the van seem like an overly risky venture for someone like Nina? 

5. Why did Griffin want the new librarian position so badly, then greatly regret acquiring it? Would Nina have 
ever fit in there, and why or why not? 
 
 
6. Surinder told Nina that she liked “to appear a pushover, but inside you’re as tough as boots.” Nina admitted 
that everyone’s different from how they look in the inside.” How was that accurate about Nina, but not 
Surinder? Who else was different on the outside, and were there reasons for that? 
 

7 The book contains sly allusions to the Outlander series. Have you located any of the references? Why might 

the author have decided to include them? 

 

8. Describe the village of Kirrinfief, including the characters who populate it. Whom did you find most 

intriguing? What was village life like without books? Imagine yourself living in Kirrinfief, or a place like it: 

how would you fare absent access to books? 

 

9.Nina noticed that the goriest serial-killer series always went to the most mild-mannered looking of people. 

Why was it that “the more sensibly dressed the person, the more unutterably depraved they liked their 

fiction”? What part did clothes versus literature preferences play in this book 

 

10. Did you predict the ending? 

11. Why did Nina choose the name “The Little Shop of Happily Ever After” for her mobile bookstore? What did 

Surinder think of it, or Lennox? Was it an accurate name in any way? 
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